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Abstract
The scattering of light within a fluid, referred to as its turbidity, was investigated against
the presence of suspended solids. A linear regression analysis was conduced against
turbidity and the total count, combined surface area, and combined volume of the
suspended particles for various surface water sources (lakes, rivers, indoor aquaculture
systems). It was found that the total combined surface area of suspended particles had the
best linear correlation to turbidity, with an adjusted R2 of 81.79%. This correlation was
integrated with a current theoretical model for predicting solids removal across a granular
bed to yield an Integrated Turbidity Removal Model. This model was then calibrated
against three different media types at three different flux rates, and proved to be a
reasonably accurate at predicting the effectiveness of the granular bed on removing
turbidity. A sensitivity analysis was conducted using the newly calibrated Integrated
Turbidity Removal Model and it found that the variables that impact the effectiveness of
the bed to remove turbidity the most are the particle density, filtration rate (flux rate), and
media size.

viii

Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1.

Introduction

The research conducted for this study was initiated off of an USDA SBIR Research Grant
(grant no. 11336472; project accession no. 1000518) awarded to Aquaculture Systems
Technologies (AST) to apply direct filtration methods, using floating media and
flocculent aids, for fine suspended solids and phosphorus removal. This research grant
was addressed specifically to marine systems. In this context, clarity of the effluent
waters is the primary concern of marine farmers. During preliminary tests, it was noticed
that a majority of the solids could be removed with this filtration technique; however, the
effluent waters still remained slightly turbid. To address this turbidity issue, further
investigation was conducted to determine the correlation between the suspended particles
and turbidity to design an effective granular filter to reach a given turbidity value.

The specific objectives for this effort are as follows: (1) Determining a correlation
between suspended particles and turbidity. (2) Identifying a theoretical model to predict
solids removal across a granular bed. (3) Combining the correlation between suspended
particles and turbidity, to the theoretical solids-removal model to form a cohesive
integrated model capable of predicting turbidity removal across a granular bed. (4)
Calibration / verification of the integrated model.
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1.2.

Suspended Solids

Solids management is a fundamental element of maintaining water quality, be it in a
marine or wastewater setting. The presence of solids is a good indicator for microbial life
within a given system, since the solids provide both a food source and the required
surface area for their growth. Solids are typically measured as total suspended solids
(TSS); however, it can also be measured indirectly as turbidity. There are many ways to
remove these solids from water, but one of the most common and oldest methods of
removal is through the use of granular filtration.

1.3.

Turbidity

Turbidity is a measurement of scattered light within a fluid. The higher a fluid’s turbidity,
the more difficult it is for light to transmit through it thus making it appear cloudy or
even opaque to the observer. To the general public, turbidity of a system is one of the
most important parameters to minimize since generally, the physical appearance of the
water is the number one indicator on judging the quality of the water.

Common measuring practices involve directing a light beam through a fluid and
measuring the intensity of the light scattered 90 degrees, relative to the incident light. All
particles do not scatter light equally.

1.4.

Methods of Solids Capturing

There are several ways of removing solids from a given fluid, including but not limited
to: sedimentation, micro-screens, and granular filtration such as sand or floating bead
filters. A more thorough description of each method will be explained in this section.
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1.4.1. Sedimentation
Sedimentation utilizes gravity as the main driving force to remove solids. Solids denser
than the containing fluid will settle without external energy input for their removal. The
physical properties of sedimentation are described in Lawson (1994), Weber (1972), and
Wheaton (1977). While sedimentation is great at removing the bulk of suspended solids
(SS), it alone is not sufficient enough at removing all SS. This inefficiency is outlined in
Chessness et al. (1975) and Chiang and Lee (1986). This is due to micro-particles,
typically < 100 microns, having a minimal or even non-existent settling velocity based on
the Stokes Law. According to Cripps (1993), the majority of particles constituting TSS
are below 30 microns in diameter; which is also reinforced in Chen et al. (1993) where he
claims 95% of suspended particles, by count in a recirculating aquaculture system (RAS)
system, are under 20 microns in diameter.

1.4.2. Micro-screen
Microscreens utilize a fabricated mesh screen to intercept and filter out suspended solids.
Micro-screens are especially effective for high solids concentration flows and there are
many different configurations of microscreen filters, such as: static screening, rotating
microscreens, and drum filters (Makinen et al., 1988; Tchobanoglous and Burton, 1991;
Cripps and Kelly, 1996; Wheaton, 1977; Huguenin and Colt, 1989; Twarowska et al.,
1997). Pore sizes of 60 – 200 microns are common, since there is little advantage to using
pore sizes smaller than 60 microns (Cripps and Bergheim, 2000). The limitations on this
technology include: high water loss (10 – 20 liters of sludge water per cubic meter of tank
effluent) for standard backwashing (Bergheim et al., 1993a), and low solids removal rates
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at low solids concentration. Low-concentration aquaculture solids that have no
agglomeration of particles are prone to have technical issues with solids removal when
using microscreens (Cripps and Bergheim 2000) such as clogging.

1.4.3. Sand Filtration
Sand filtration uses a static bed of fine granular media (sand) to intercept and remove
solids from a fluid. It is one of the most common methods of removing TSS from water
or wastewater. The efficiency of this type of filtration is well documented, with TSS
removal rates averaging around 83.33-98.35% for wastewaters (Owen and Bobb, 1994;
Louden et al., 1985; Piluk and Peters, 1994; Roy and Dube, 1994). TSS removal rates of
100% have been achieved such as the experiment conducted in Healy et al. (2007) where
a stratified sand filter was used on dairy wastewater with sand/gravel. The limitations of
this technology are the high-energy demand needed to flow through such a fine media,
high water loss from backwashing, and the media is prone to biofouling. The high water
loss also makes this method of filtration unable to be used in RAS applications.

1.4.4. Floating Bead Filtration
Floating bead filters uses a static bed of low-density (specific gravity (SG) = 0.92 – 0.94)
floating media, typically polypropylene, to intercept and remove solids from a fluid. The
media used in these filters were designed to overcome the limitations of fine granular
media (sand, gravel, etc.). In comparison, the relative size of the floating media is much
larger than the size of sand. This increases pore space when the media is shaped (see EN
media), allowing a lower energy cost for filtration and minimal water loss when
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backwashing. Another benefit of larger, constructed media is that it can be designed to
increase surface area. This allows floating bead filters to have enhanced bio-filtration
capabilities without biofouling issues when treating high organic loadings (Malone and
Beecher, 2000).

In terms of water clarity, Visvanathan et al. (1996) determined duel-media, composed of
Polypropylene and Polystyrene (diameter of 2.57 mm and 1.54 mm respectively), could
remove 2 – 5 times more turbidity per unit head loss, compared to standard sand filtration
(d10 = 1 mm). However, the limitation on floating bead filtration is the low removal rates
for particles < 30 microns. The study of Malone and Gudipati (2007) states, “Removal
efficiencies decline from nearly 100% in the 30-50 micron size range”.

1.5.

Methods of Predicting Solids Removal in Granular Bed

Determining filtration efficiency, for removing solids, is based off of the combined
removal efficiency from three solids transport mechanisms (interception, sedimentation,
and diffusion). Interception is when a suspended particle comes into contact with the
filter media due to its own size, sedimentation occurs when the suspended particle has a
higher density than the water and has its trajectory altered due to the influence of
gravitational forces, and diffusion occurs when particles (predominately < 1 micron in
diameter) are subjected to the random bombardment of other molecules resulting in
Brownian Motion. Yao et al. (1971) published a heavily cited (1600+) paper combining
these transport mechanisms and developing a model to predict filtration efficiency from
parameters such as: filtration rate, bed depth, media porosity, media size, particle size,
particle density, attachment efficiency, water density, and temperature.
5

In Yao et al. (1971), he denoted the strong correlation between coagulation and solids
removal in a granular bed as an analogous process. He states that the removal of
suspended particles are the same two steps for filtration and coagulation: (1) transporting
the particle to the solid-liquid interface, (2) attachment of those particles to the media
surface. For coagulation, transport models are primarily derived from Smoluckowski
(1917), while current water filtration models are developed from air filtration models
(Friedlander, 1958; Spelman and Goren, 1970; Cookson, 1970). All these models predict
that suspended particles larger than about 1 micron in diameter are primarily removed
through settling (gravitational forces) and interception whereas particles below 1 micron
are primarily removed through diffusion. A particle with a diameter of 1 micron is also
universally agreed upon as the size of lowest removal efficiency; whereby increasing its
diameter increases or decreases the efficiency. This is due to Brownian motion having its
effects increased as particles get smaller than 1 micron and gravitational forces having its
effect increased as particles get larger than 1 micron.
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Chapter 2. Development of Turbidity Model

2.1.

Introduction

Solids management is a fundamental element of maintaining water quality. The presence
of suspended solids (SS) can be a good indicator of pathogens, viruses, algae, and
bacterial flocs being present in influent waters. This is because suspended solids can
essentially be regarded as a food source for microbial life, however microbial life can
also live on dissolved chemicals. It can also be directly correlated with water clarity as
well as the presence of organics, which is often referred to as biological oxygen demand
(BOD).

The presence of suspended solids is typically measured as total suspended solids (TSS);
however, it can also be measured indirectly as turbidity, which is a measurement of light
scattered within a fluid. The degree to which light is scattered is dependent on the
suspended particles within the fluid to facilitate that interaction. Therefore, turbidity can
be a useful parameter to monitor, since it can be correlated to the presence of suspended
solids and the physical appearance of the water.

The overall objective of this study is to develop an optimal method of removing turbidity.
As an initial step, a theoretical analysis of the solids transport and removal mechanisms
that occur during granular filtration are evaluated. The aim of this chapter is to determine
a correlation between suspended particle size distributions and their conjugate turbidity
measurements. Once this is evaluated and a correlation is established, the long-term goal
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is then to integrate this data with current models for predicting solids removal efficiency
in a granular bed to be able to predict turbidity removal. Using this integrated model,
granular filters could then be designed to meet specific turbidity requirements.

2.2.

Background

Suspended solids (SS) are particulates with varying densities and shapes that remain in
suspension in a fluid medium (clays, algae, etc.). The presence of SS can be an indicator
of poor water quality since SS provide additional surface area for microorganisms
(pathogens, viruses, etc.) to proliferate. They also scatter light, which can cause the fluid
to appear cloudy or even completely opaque.

The measure of scattered light or opacity of a fluid is referred to as its turbidity.
Turbidimeters base their measurements on the intensity of light scattered 90 degrees with
respect to the incident light. Turbidity is measured in several different units, however, for
this study, turbidity was measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) where 0
NTU reflects crystal clear water and readings of 1000+ NTU reflects completely opaque
water.

The intensity of scattered light in relation to SS within a fluid is directly dependent on the
size of the particle relative to the wavelength of the incident light (Hach, 2018). In the
same study it is found that spherical particles, 1/10th of the size of the incident light
wavelength, essentially act as a light source themselves; since these particles scatter light
symmetrically in all directions. Particles sized larger starts propagating the scattered light
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more forward. The shape of the particles also affects the intensity of scattered light,
where spherical particles scatter light more forward / backward in comparison to rod /
coiled shaped particles (Hach, 2018).

Figure 1. Hach Light Scattering vs. Particle Size Relation (Hach, 2018)

The effectiveness of TSS removal mechanisms differs with the size of the particle. For
example, clarifiers are known for their ability to remove large percentages of TSS, being
highly effective at removing particles >100 microns. However, if the intensity of
scattered light increases, as particles get smaller, a high TSS removal rate might not
necessarily correlate equally with the removal of turbidity.
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Granular filtration, such as sand or bead filters, is more effective for fine solids (<100
microns) removal. The effectiveness of these types of filters is heavily dependent on their
design and they impact different particle sizes differently. Different particle sizes also
affect turbidity differently, and knowing the relationship between particle size and
turbidity could be crucial for designing an effective granular filter for removing turbidity.

Mechanisms of solids removal during granular filtration can be essentially described by
three transport mechanisms: interception, sedimentation, and diffusion. Interception
occurs when the radius of the particle is larger than the distance between the streamline
and the capturing media, causing the particle to come into contact with the media, where
it has a chance of sticking to its surface and become effectively removed. Sedimentation
occurs when the density of the particle is greater than the surrounding fluid, causing its
trajectory to be altered by the streamline, allowing it to come into contact with the
capturing media. Diffusion occurs for very small particles (< 1 micron) where the random
bombardment of other molecules dominate their motion, allowing these sized particles to
take alternate routes different from the streamline.

For suspended particles smaller than 1 micron in diameter, diffusion is the principal
transport mechanism of removal. Particles sized above 1 micron have sedimentation and
interception as the primary mechanisms of removal, however, according to Yao et al.
(1971), sedimentation is always the principal mechanism of removal (Figure 2).
Calculating the removal efficiency of a granular bed, which is dependent on these
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mechanisms of solids transport, can point one in the right direction for designing an
optimal filter.

Figure 2. Yao’s Collector Efficiency for Various Transport Mechanisms. The collector
efficiency of each transport mechanism (nD = Diffusion, nG = Sedimentation, nI =
Interception). Credit to Yao et al. (1971)

2.3.

Materials / Methods

2.3.1. Overview
Since particle size impacts the nature of light scattering, there should be a correlation
between the distribution of particle sizes and turbidity. According to Hach, smaller
particles scatter light more. Therefore, it would be expected that water sources with a
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larger amount of finer particles would yield a much higher turbidity. However, their
study looked at the effect of a single particle on light scattering. In this study, the
correlation between the cumulative effects of light scattering from multiple particles will
be analyzed.

To analyze the correlation between particle size distributions and their conjugate turbidity
measurements, a series of samples were taken from various lakes and rivers around Baton
Rouge, Louisiana. It was decided that the experiment would focus on natural waters since
different types of waters (such as wastewaters) could have constituents that could skew
results. Samples were collected from 10 sample sites during the fall of 2017 and fall of
2018 and stored in the Aquaculture Systems Technology’s (AST) laboratory at room
temperature. All samples were measured within 12 hours of collection. After the data was
collected and compiled [Appendix C: Raw Data], it was analyzed in Statistical Analysis
System (SAS) using a multi-linear regression model (n = 10).

2.3.2. Location of Sample Sites
Figure 3a and 3b depicts a satellite image overview of the area with sample sites (10)
marked with a golden star. Due to scaling, two of the marked sample sites will account
for two separate sample sites instead of one. Names and general descriptions of the water
source are included in Table 1.

12

Figure 3a. Sample Site Locations

Figure 3b. Sample Site Locations
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Table 1. List of Lakes / Rivers Sampled

Name of Lake
1. University Lake and Bayou Duplanier
2. City Park Lake
3. Mississippi River (right side)
4. Capitol Lake (north and south side)
5. Monte Sano Bayou
6. Comite River
7. Bayou Plaquemine
8. Mississippi River (left side)

Description
Light green water; light brown water
Fairly clear water
Brown water
Fairly clear water
Fairly clear water
Fairly clear water
Fairly clear water
Brown water

2.3.3. Sampling Procedures
Two liters were taken from each sample site to analyze in the laboratory. Samples were
taken during noon hours (12pm – 3pm CST) in the late spring, early summer of 2018.
Due to the measuring limitation of the particle size analyzer (ChemTrac Pc 3400) used,
where particles greater than 100 microns are measured as “>100”; all samples were first
run through a 100-micron screen to minimize errors from the presence of particles
outside the scope of precise measuring. A peristaltic pump was used to gently flow the
samples through the particle size analyzer to minimize the amount of particles being
broken up due to the pump. Once samples were flowed through the analyzer, they were
immediately flowed into a 15 mL testing vial to be analyzed by a Turbidimeter (2100Q
Portable Turbidimeter). [Appendix B – Experimental Setup]

2.4.

Statistical Analysis

Results from the particle size analyzer and their respective turbidity measurements were
compiled and analyzed to determine if any correlations between the two measurements
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could be formed [Appendix D – Graphical Illustrations of Statistical Regression
Analysis]. Particle size distributions were translated into three variables (total count, total
surface area, and total volume of particles) to be correlated to turbidity.

When looking at the correlation between the total surface area of the suspended particles
(assuming they are perfectly spherical) and their respective turbidity, there was a strong
linear correlation (R2 = 83.81%, Adjusted-R2 = 81.79%) (Appendix D – Figure 2d). This
correlation is verified from the statistical analysis from SAS, where it is concluded that
81.79% of the turbidity readings could be explained by the total surface area of the
suspended particles.
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Figure 4. Regression Analysis Matrix for NTU, Count, Surface Area, & Volume
From the matrix shown in Figure 4, variables in the column are represented on the x-axis,
whereas variables in the row are represented on the y-axis. Count is represented by total
count of all particles sized 0 – 100 microns, surface area is represented by millionmicron2, and volume is represented by million-micron3. The matrix shows a linear
correlation between surface area and NTU as well as a looser linear correlation between
volume and NTU. There is also a very strong linear correlation between surface area and
volume.
16

Taking this linear correlation between the total surface area of all suspended particles and
expected turbidity, a particular particle’s contribution to turbidity can essentially be
derived by taking the ratio of a specific particle’s surface area over the total surface area
for any given turbidity measurement.

2.5.

Verification of Results

The linear correlation found was compared with data collected from Ms. Lisa Weaver,
EI, who is a researcher at Aquaculture Systems Technology (AST) where she was
researching three separate growout methods (Biofloc, Hybrid Biofloc, and PolyGeyser
Fixed-Film) for intensively stocked shrimp systems. Methods of measuring were
primarily similar to methods used on the lake samples; however, turbidity measurements
were taken directly from the shrimp tanks rather than from the outflow from the particle
size analyzer. Figure 4 below shows how Weaver’s data compared.
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Figure 5. Verification of Turbidity Data with External Data Set. Weaver’s data plotted
with a linear trend line (R2 = 85.33%) along with the turbidity / surface area relationship
derived from the SAS analysis of the 10 sample sites.
From Figure 5, comparing the RAS data collected by Weaver (Weaver et al. 2018) to the
data collected from the lakes, both data sets have similar linear trends between total
surface area and turbidity (R2 values between 81-85%) with slopes of 1.41 and 1.45
respectively.

2.6.

Discussion

The turbidity model works because for light to be scattered, within a fluid, it requires a
surface to reflect off of. When the amount of surface area available for the light to
interact with increases, the amount of light that scatters also increases. This can be
inferred from the linear projection of the NTU vs. Turbidity model, where a fairly linear
relationship within the turbidity range analyzed is observed under this study.
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The results gathered from the lake samples along with Weaver’s RAS data shows that
there is a linear correlation between total surface area of suspended particles and
expected turbidity. This correlation in itself can be beneficial since any given particles
surface area, as a ratio of the total measured surface area, can essentially be defined as a
particles % contribution to that turbidity measurement. This allows for easy identification
of problematic particle size ranges, and also serves as a useful tool for understanding the
limitations of turbidity removal with technologies that have well defined removal ranges
for particulates.

Typically, for this type of analysis, a power function would be used to curve fit the data
since it offers two independent variables as opposed to one variable from a linear
function. However, for the turbidity range chosen, a linear function intercepted at 0
provides a better fit. This is probably due to the turbidity range being so low (0 – 100).
Data trends represented by power functions can essentially be broken into three separate
phases: linear, transitional, and linear; the beginning and end of a data set following a
power relationship are fairly linear. Since the turbidity range is so low, the data analyzed
during this study would most likely fall under the first phase if the data set truly followed
a power function. However, since the data set for this study was limited to a low turbidity
range, it cannot be confidently asserted that the data truly follows a different function
without additional data to prove it.

Knowing how surface areas of suspended particles can relate to expected turbidity values
could prove to be useful when used in conjunction with current theoretical models for
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filtration efficiency. Current models, such as the one derived in Yao et al. (1971), uses
filtration parameters (flux rate, bed depth, media size, etc.) to estimate the removal rate
for any given particle size. Combining the relation between particle size and their
expected contribution to turbidity would yield a filtration model capable of predicting
turbidity removal, allowing for a useful tool for designing a granular filter based off of
turbidity requirements.

Application of this model allows for the assumption of a particles % contribution to
turbidity (with respect to surface area) to be valid. Meaning, if a particular particle’s
surface area contributes 50% of the total surface area of all suspended particles, it can be
assumed that that particle also contributes to 50% of the total turbidity. Removal of that
particle would therefore yield a 50% reduction in turbidity. Combining this assumption
with current models for solids removal could provide a model capable of predicting
turbidity removal.

2.7.

Conclusion

In conclusion, a strong linear correlation between the total surface area of all suspended
solids and turbidity is observed. This shows that the degree of light scattered when
passing through a fluid medium is dependent on the available surface area of the
suspended particles within that medium; meaning, turbidity can be best explained by
particle size distribution through the computation of their cumulative surface area. There
were no apparent relations between total counts of particles or total volume of particles to
turbidity. [Appendix D - Graphical Illustrations of Statistical Regression Analysis]
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Chapter 3. Development of Integrated Turbidity Removal Model

3.1.

Introduction

Granular filtration is the method of removing particulates from source water using a bed
of media to act as the interceptors. This process has been implemented by man for water
treatment as early as 200 B.C according to both Sanskrit medical lore and Egyptian
inscriptions (Baker, 1949). In addition, to this date, there are few treatments applications
today that do not implement this method of solids removal.

Granular filtration is a versatile treatment method, allowing effective treatment for any
type of fluid, be it air or water. Typically, granular filtration is set up with a static media
bed, but some applications call for a dynamic bed. The type of media housed in these
filters can also vary by type. Generally granular filters are filled with either sand or
floating media, which are applied with typically a uniform size distribution but can also
be applied with a stratified size distribution.

For the general public, the physical appearance or clarity of the water, is the biggest
indicator of poor water quality. In scientific terms, clarity refers to the degree at which
light is scattered within the fluid, a term measured as turbidity. Turbidity is commonly
measured in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU) where values of 5 NTU and less are
generally invisible to the human eye. Turbidity is also a parameter regulated by the
World Health Organization (WHO) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for
human consumption. WHO states that in order to achieve effective disinfection requires a
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minimum of 5 NTU, ideally 1 NTU (WHO, 2018). EPA mandates that effluents from
conventional or direct filtration systems shall not exceed 1 NTU and shall read < 0.3
NTU 95% of the time (EPA, 2018). In the United States, common state limits require
measurements not exceeding 5 NTU.

Effectiveness of a granular bed on removing solids has been extensively analyzed by
academics, with theoretical models of their efficiency being well established. Combining
the already established models for predicting particle size removal with the newly
correlated data on turbidity and particle size can yield a theoretical model capable of
predicting the effectiveness of granular beds on removing turbidity. This chapter aims to
outline the development of this integrated model.

3.2.

Background

Sand filtration uses a static bed of fine granular media (sand) to intercept and remove
solids from a fluid. It is one of the most common methods of removing TSS from water
or wastewater. The efficiency of this type of filtration is well documented, with total
suspended solids (TSS) removal rates averaging around 83.33-98.35% (Owen and Bobb,
1994; Louden et al., 1985; Piluk and Peters, 1994; Roy and Dube, 1994). TSS removal
rates of 100% have been achieved; Healy et al. (2007) used a stratified sand filter with
sand/gravel. The limitations of this technology are the high-energy demand needed to
flow through such a fine media, high water loss from backwashing, and the media is
prone to biofouling. The high water loss also makes this method of filtration unable to be
used in RAS applications.
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Floating bead filters use a static bed of low-density (SG = 0.92 – 0.94) floating media,
typically polyethylene, to intercept and remove solids from a fluid. The media used in
these filters were designed to overcome the limitations of fine granular media (sand,
gravel, etc.). In comparison, the relative size of the floating media is much larger than the
size of sand. The benefit of larger, constructed media is that it can be shaped to increase
surface area. This allows floating bead filters to have enhanced bio-filtration capabilities
without biofouling issues when treating high organic loadings (Malone and Beecher,
2000). In terms of water clarity, Visvanathan et al. (1996) determined duel-media,
composed of polypropylene and polystyrene (diameter of 2.57 mm and 1.54 mm
respectively), could remove 2 – 5 times more turbidity per unit head loss, compared to
standard sand filtration (d10 = 1 mm). However, the limitation on bead filtration is the low
removal rates for particles < 30 microns. “Removal efficiencies decline from nearly
100% in the 30-50 micron size range” (Malone and Gudipati 2007).

Determining filtration efficiency for removing solids is essentially the combined removal
efficiency from three transport mechanisms (interception, sedimentation, and diffusion).
Interception occurs when a suspended particle comes into contact with filter media due to
its own size, sedimentation occurs when the suspended particle has a higher density than
the water and has its trajectory altered due to the influence of gravitational forces, and
diffusion occurs when particles (sized < 1 micron in diameter) are subjected to the
random bombardment of other molecules resulting in Brownian motion. Yao et al.
published a heavily cited (1600+) paper in 1971 combining these transport mechanisms
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and developing a model to predict filtration efficiency from parameters such as: filtration
rate, bed depth, media porosity, media size, particle size, particle density, attachment
efficiency, water density, and temperature.

Yao et al. (1971) denotes the strong correlation between coagulation and solids removal
in a filter as being an analogous process. He states the removal of suspended particles are
the same two steps for filtration and coagulation: (1) transporting the particle to the solidliquid interface, (2) attachment of those particles to the media surface. For coagulation,
transport models are primarily derived from Smoluckowski (1917), and current water
filtration models are developed from air filtration models (Friedlander, 1958; Spielman
and Goren, 1970; Cookson, 1970) All these models predict that suspended particles larger
than about 1 micron are primarily removed through settling and interception whereas
particles below 1 micron are primarily removed through diffusion. A particle with a
diameter of 1 micron is also universally agreed upon as the size of lowest removal
efficiency, with removal increasing as diameter increases or decreases.

3.3.

Yao’s Model

The filtration model derived in Yao et al. (1971) is firstly dependent on the transport
model of a suspended particles and the collector (filter media). The three transport
mechanisms considered in this model are interception, sedimentation, and diffusion
which are represented by A, B, and C respectively in Figure 6 below.
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Figure 6. Visual Representation of the 3 Transport Mechanisms (Credit to Yao et al.,
1971)

The general equation Yao used to describe the temporal and spatial variation of particle
concentration is as follows:

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑡

𝜌

𝑚𝑔

+ 𝜈∇𝐶 = 𝐷𝑏𝑚 ∇2 𝐶 + (1 − 𝜌 ) 3𝜋𝜇𝑑
𝑝

𝑝

𝜕𝐶
𝜕𝑧

(1)

Where the first term (from left to right) defines the temporal variation of the
concentration of particles, second term defines the effects of advection (interception),
third term defines the effect of diffusion by Brownian motion (diffusion), and the fourth
term defines the effect of gravitational settling (sedimentation).

The form of equation 1 is widely used by engineers for describing the fate of pollutants in
any given fluid flow (Yao et al., 1971) and is also applied to filtration processes. Since
this equation cannot be solved analytically, the typical approach is to use simplifying
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assumptions, one of which being the single-collector efficiency (). Single-collector
efficiency is defined as the ratio of the rate of particles striking the collector over the rate
of particles flowing towards the collector, defined as follows:

𝜂=

𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟
𝜋𝑑2
)
4

𝜈𝑜 𝐶𝑜 (

(2)

This single collector efficiency was applied to an equation to predict performance of a
packed bed. Equation 1 is similar in form to the first order equation used by Iwasaki
(1937) and Ives (1960), the integrated form of this equation is as follows:

𝐶

3

𝐿

ln 𝐶 = − 2 (1 − 𝑓)𝛼𝜂 (𝑑)
𝑜

(3)

Further assumptions made in Equation 1 include steady state (dC / dt = 0) and particles
are sufficiently small so that Stokes Law applies, which Yao et al. (1971) notes that
studies outlined in Spielman and Goren (1970) suggests that assumption is not
completely accurate for packed-bed systems. The diffusion coefficient term used was also
defined by Einstein’s equation:

𝑘𝑇

𝐷𝑏𝑚 = 3𝜋𝜇𝑑

𝑝

(4)

Analytically determining the single collector efficiency, efficiency of a single media on
removing solids, is the summation of the single-collector efficiencies for all 3 transport
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mechanisms. Its important to note that each single-collector efficiency equation derived
for each transport mechanism assumes that that transport mechanism is the sole transport
mechanism. The individual single-collector efficiencies for each transport mechanisms
are as follows:

−2/3

𝑘𝑇

𝜂𝐷 = 4.04 𝑃𝑒 −2/3 = 0.9 (𝜇𝑑

𝑝 𝑑𝜈𝑜

)

(5)

3 𝑑𝑝 2

𝜂𝐼 = 2 ( 𝑑 )

𝜂𝐺 =

(6)

2
(𝜌𝑝 −𝜌)𝑔𝑑𝑝

(7)

18𝜇𝜈𝑜

The diffusion term was derived in Levich (1962) and the interception and gravitational
terms were derived in Yao (1968). The integration of these formulas into a cohesive
integrated model is shown in equation 8 where C / Co is the % of particles removed for a
given size range.

𝐶
𝐶𝑜

=

3
∑𝑛𝑖 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− (1
2𝑑

− ƒ)𝐿𝛼 (0.9 (𝜇𝑑

𝑘𝑇

𝑝 𝑖 𝑑𝑣𝑜
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)
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3

+

2
3 𝑑𝑝 𝑖
(
)
2 𝑑

+

(𝜌𝑝 −𝜌)𝑔𝑑𝑝 2
𝑖

18𝜇𝑣𝑜

)

(8)

3.4.

Model Implementation

The development of the model begins with inputting Yao’s model into a spreadsheet and
setting it up in a matrix (by filtration rate and particle size), allowing multiple variables to
be changed as needed. Variables required for this model are defined in Table 2.

Table 2. Required Variables for Computing Particle Removal Efficiency
Filtration Rate
Input
m h-1
Media Diameter
Input
m
Media Porosity
Input
-Media Depth
Input
m
Particle Density
Input
kg m-3
Attachment Efficiency
Input
-Water Density
998.2
kg m-3
Temperature
293.15
K
Gravitational Const.
9.81
m s-2
Water Viscosity
0.001
kg m-1 s-1
Boltzmann Constant
1.381e-23
kg m2 s-2 K-1

The first step in the model is to input the variables for your specific problem you are
running. The input table for this model can be seen below in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Input Constant Table for Integrated Turbidity Model
In addition to these values, there is also a section where particle size distribution values
(by count) is input specific to the problem you are trying to analyze (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Input P-Size Distribution Table for Integrated Turbidity Model

For this table, the values in the upper row of the table are the particle diameter ranges (in
micrometers), and the values in the lower row are the number of particles within each
size range. The counts shown in this table are the values measured for this example run.

Once these values have all been defined, all you have left to input into the model is the
starting turbidity, which is recorded on the output table shown below in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Output Table for Integrated Turbidity Model

Figure 9 shows the output table where you include the last input (turbidity – in the upper
right side) and it predicts the estimated final turbidity value (middle left-hand side).

The calculation step for this final output step first starts of by predicting a particle size
ranges % contribution to the turbidity measured (row 3); assuming the total surface area
of all the measured particles are linearly related to the measured turbidity value. This
assumption was verified in Chapter 2. Therefore, taking the total surface area for all
particles in each particle size range as a ratio of the total surface area of all particles can
estimate how much of the turbidity is a result of that particular range (row 4).

After relative contribution of each range is established and translated into estimate
turbidity values for each size range; the model proposed by Yao can be utilized to
estimate the % removal for each size range (by count) and converted over to % removal
for each size range (by surface area) (row 5). Taking this removal percentage from each
of the size ranges can predict the remaining turbidity from each size range (row 6); taking
the summation of all these values leaves you with the final estimated turbidity (middle
left-hand side, row 4).
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3.5.

Model Calibration

To calibrate the model, a series of experiments were conducted in the lab to hone in the
model’s accuracy. Adjustment of the attachment efficiency was done to calibrate the
experimental data to the theoretical model prediction.

3.5.1. Experimental Setup
The design of the experiment is similar to that used in Altmann et al. (2016), where
secondary effluent from a wastewater treatment plant in Germany. The study included a
coagulation and flocculation step prior to their granular filtration using GAC and sand
media in a 6-inch column. Coagulation / flocculation was not within scope of this
experimental evaluation, however the general design of the experiment is very
comparable to Altmanns.

For this study, a 264-Liter aquaria tank was used to store the water to be treated; solids
were dosed into the tank via Arizona Test Dust. Solids were kept in suspension with a
submersible pump (Wayne, GFU110) placed sideways in the tank. Water was pumped
out of the tank with a small submersible pump (IMAG-Ph1) placed in a 4-inch column,
enclosed in a 100-micron mesh screen. Filtration experiments were run with a 4” column,
with the bed depth fixed to 2 feet; testing 3 different media types (Enhanced Nitrification
(EN), Standard Media (Std.), and Fine Polyethylene Bead (FPB)) [Appendix E – Media
Types]. An overview of this experimental setup can be found in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Overview of Experimental Setup to Calibrate Integrated Turbidity Model

3.5.2. Experimental Procedure
Experiments were conducted at three different flux rates (1, 2, 3 m h-1) for three different
media types. Each flux rate was tested three times for each media type with the media
being thoroughly cleansed in between each run (n = 27). Flux rates tested were conducted
at random to normalize potential continuation errors. Initial particle size and turbidity
samples for each measurement were taken right below the media bed. All measurements
were taken in triplicate. Sampling procedures were conducted the same as in Chapter 2 –
Development of Turbidity Model.
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Particle size distribution measurements were conducted with a particle size analyzer
(ChemTrac Pc 3400). This flow-through analyzer requires the sample to flow at a rate of
75 ml / min. A peristaltic pump was used to dial in this flow rate and to minimize the
effect of particle shearing from pumping. This particle size analyzer does not measure
each individual particle size; rather, it measures particles sizes in ranges (ex. 2-5, 5-10,
10-15 microns, etc.). It also measures particles 100 microns and up as “>100”, so to
minimize reading errors samples were pre-screened with a 100 micron mesh.

Turbidity was measured with a portable turbidimeter (2100Q Portable Turbidimeter).
Samples were collected in 15 mL vials. To minimize potential errors from sampling,
turbidity samples were taken directly from the outflow of the particle size analyzer to
achieve the most accurate correlation between the two measurements. Each vial was
thoroughly washed in triplicate between each measurement.

3.5.3. Experimental Data
Each experimental run was conducted in triplicate for each media at each flux rate
analyzed. Figure 11 below shows an example of before and after particle size counts for 1
run.
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Figure 11. Particle Size vs. Particle Count Removal

Data points below 10-micron diameter particles were removed since they yielded
negative removal values, which are possibly a result of an error on the particle size
analyzers end as it was a common error seen with all runs. Figure 3 shows the underlying
raw data that was averaged to produced all future graphs based on the experimental data,
27 of these figures were created in total for this experiment.

Averaging these points and determining the percentage removal at various media sizes
and flux rates can be seen below in Figures 12-14. Data points were also curve fitted.
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Figure 12. Particle Size vs. Turbidity Removal (EN media). Average % removal in
particles as a function of particle size at varying flux rates (1, 2, 3 m h-1) for EN media.

Figure 13. Particle Size vs. Turbidity Removal (Std. media). Average % removal in
particles as a function of particle size at varying flux rates (1, 2, 3 m h-1) for Std. media.
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Figure 14. Particle Size vs. Turbidity Removal (FPB media). Average % removal in
particles as a function of particle size at varying flux rates (1, 2, 3 m h-1) for FPB media.
From Figures (12-14) it can be observed that removal rates are heavily dependent on the
flux rate for any given media type. Lowering the flux rate is predicted to allow the
granular bed to effectively remove smaller particles. For each media and flux rate tested,
particles smaller than five microns were intact. This is likely the result of the limitation
on the particle size analyzer used since values below 10 microns consistently returned
negative removal rates.

3.5.4. Optimal Attachment Efficiency
Yao’s Filtration model is derived through a theoretical analysis of solids transport and
known science in an ideal world; however, to fit into the real world it included an
empirical variable, the attachment efficiency coefficient, which is defined by Yao as the
ratio of particle adhesion to the media surface to number of contacts made. To determine
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the optimal attachment efficiency, the experimental data was analyzed under varying
attachment coefficients (to the nearest 10th) and evaluated by the mean-squared error
from the theoretical prediction and the actual data. The results from this analysis are
shown below in Table 3.

Table 3. Mean-Squared Error Between Theoretical Prediction and Actual Data

Media Type
EN
Std.
FPB

0.4
215.20
112.82
45.95

Attachment Efficiency
0.5
0.6
126.38
96.82
42.90
66.80
23.03
60.48

0.7
106.07
120.96
128.97

From the mean-squared error analysis shown in table 3, it can be seen that an attachment
efficiency of 0.6 is best for the EN media while an attachment efficiency of 0.5 is best for
both Std. and FPB media (highlighted values). Using these attachment efficiencies to plot
the % predicted turbidity removal against varying flux rates can be seen below in Figures
15 – 17. Each figure also includes lines ±10% of the prediction to show how the
experimental data points (3 data points for each flux rate) matched up with the theoretical
prediction (solid line).
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Attachment Efficiency Fit Plot
(EN alpha = 0.6)

% Removal

EN
70%
65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
0.41

Actual

+10%

-10%

0.82
Flux Rate (gpm ft-2)

1.23

Figure 15. Attachment Efficiency Plot (EN media). Prediction line (±10%) plotted
against the experimental data (scattered) for the Enhanced Nitrification Media.

Attachment Efficiency Fit Plot
(Std. alpha = 0.5)
Std.

Actual

+10%

-10%

80%

% Removal

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
0.41

0.82
Flux Rate (gpm ft-2)

1.23

Figure 16. Attachment Efficiency Plot (Std. media). Prediction line (±10%) plotted
against the experimental data (scattered) for the Standard Media.
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Attachment Efficiency Fit Plot
(FPB alpha = 0.5)
FPB

Actual

+10%

-10%

80%

% Removal

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
0.41

0.82
Flux Rate (gpm ft-2)

1.23

Figure 17. Attachment Efficiency Plot (FPB media). Prediction line (±10%) plotted
against the experimental data (scattered) for the Fine Polyethylene Bead.

3.6.

Sensitivity Analysis

A sensitivity analysis was conducted on the input constants defined on Table 2 to
measure the degree to which they affect the final estimated turbidity removal. The default
values for the parameters used for the two analyses are shown below in Table 4 and the
results from this analysis can be seen below in Figure 18.

Table 4. Default Values for Sensitivity Analysis

Filtration Rate
Media Diameter
Media Porosity
Media Depth
Particle Density
Attachment Efficiency

10
4
0.3
0.62
1050
0.5
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m h-1
m
-m
kg m-3
--

Sensitivity Analysis
(% change in Turbidity Removal)
Change in Turbidity Removal (%)

Porosity

Attachment Eff.

Bed Depth

Filtration Rate

Diameter

4.5%
4.0%
3.5%
3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%
+20%

-20%
Change in Variable (%)

Figure 18. Sensitivity Analysis (% Change in Turbidity Removal). Percentage change in
turbidity removal is a function of each individual variable being increased or decreased
by 20%.

Figure 18 shows that each input has a relatively equal relationship to the final turbidity
removal measurement; however, the model’s sensitivity to changes in porosity is half that
of the other variables. From this analysis, particle density was removed because of its
inconsistent relation between its change and the final turbidity measurement. These large
values also skewed the chart and made it difficult to actually see any relations. An
individual sensitivity analysis was conducted for just the particle density, which can be
seen below in Figure 19.
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Sensitivity Analysis for Particle Density
(% Change in Turbidity Removal)
Turbidity Removal (%)

100
80

Silt (1.36)
60

Silica
(2.7)

Aquaculture
Solids (1.19)

40

Test Dust
(1.05)

20
0
1

1.2

1.4

1.6
1.8
2
2.2
2.4
Specific Gravity of Suspended Particles

2.6

2.8

3

Figure 19. Sensitivity Analysis for Particle Density (% Change in Turbidity Removal).
Aquaculture Solids specific gravity (SG) from Chen et al. 1993

Figure 19 plots expected turbidity removal against the specific gravity of the particle. The
test dust point shows the default point of analysis conducted for the first sensitivity
analyses (shown in Table 4). From this point, raising and lowering the density by 20%, as
conducted in the first analysis, produces two widely different answers. Due to the nature
of the equations used for this model, particle densities lower than the water density
produced negative results and the model results become extremely sensitive to very small
changes in particle density as the two densities approach one another.

Removal efficiency is also very dependent on the size of the particle, which is then
heavily influenced by the filtration rate. Removal rates of around 100% can be achieved
for particles >10 microns in diameter simply by lowering the filtration rate to 1 m/h.
However, small particle sizes (< 5 microns) prove very difficult to remove, even at low
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filtration rates. Figure 20 shows the sensitivity of particle removal by varying filtration
rates.

% Removal Vs. Filtration Rate for Various Particle Sizes
1 m/h

10 m/h

100 m/h

100%
90%
80%

% Removal

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Particle Diameter (micron)

Figure 20. % Removal vs. Filtration Rate for Various Particle Sizes. Effectiveness of the
granular bed on various particle sizes at 3 different filtration rates. (media diameter =
4mm, bed porosity = 30%, bed depth = 0.62m, attachment efficiency = 0.5, Temperature
= 293 K, particle density = 1250 kg m-3, water density = 998.2 kg m-3)

3.7.

Discussion

Combining the Turbidity Model with Yao’s Filtration Model yielded an integrated model
capable of predicting the effectiveness of turbidity removal from a granular bed relatively
accurately once adjusted to the optimal attachment efficiency. Standard and the FPB
media showed fairly expected results, with % removal declining fairly linearly with
increasing flux. EN media however showed a variation from those media types with a
somewhat upward curve towards the end of the flux range measured (figure 15). This is
most likely due to the shape of the media, since the Std. and FPB medias are both fairly
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spherical while the EN media is crimped [Appendix B – Experimental Setup for
Calibration]. This crimping essentially provides a zone for solids to reside in without
being subjected to the full strength of the streamline flow, which could result in higher
removal efficiencies over the un-crimped media.

For overall turbidity removal, the effectiveness of each media type (from best to worst)
would be FPB, Std., and then EN. This is expected since the smaller media would allow
for higher removal rates for interception. So when designing a granular bed to remove
turbidity you would want the granular media to be a small as practically possible.
Limitations on minimizing the size of the media would primarily be due to biofouling or
excess energy demands for flow through the bed.

After analyzing the attachment efficiency for each media, it seems the best attachment
efficiency for the clean media types tested lies somewhere between 0.5 and 0.6. This
difference is likely due to the difference in shape as the fairly spherical media types were
around 0.5 and the crimped EN media was 0.6. However, EN media also has a higher
porosity when compared to both the standard and FPB, so it is not clear that just the
shape was the cause of better removal; the effect of porosity can be seen in equation 3.
These attachment efficiencies are likely to be conservative estimates from what one
would expect in the field since a biofilm is likely to grow on the media. A biofilm would
be expected to make the surface of the media sort of sticky, which would increase the
attachment efficiency. In addition, biofilm growth would also lower the porosity of the
bed increasing the overall effectiveness even further.
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After conducting the sensitivity analysis on the model it was shown that flux rate and
particle density have the largest impact on expected turbidity removal from a granular
bed. Lower flux rates and denser particles yielded better results. Out of the two however,
particle density seems to be the most influential. It is also important to note that removal
rates conducted in this study are highly conservative since the particle density analyzed
during the laboratory experiments were extremely low compared to particle densities
seen in practice. For the study, Arizona Test Dust was used, which has a particle density
of 1.05 kg / L where the lowest particle densities seen in practice (from aquaculture
solids) are around 1.19 kg / L (Figure 19).

3.8.

Conclusion

After developing the Integrated Turbidity Removal Model and calibrating it with
experimental data, it seems to be a fairly accurate indicator on what you can expect your
designed granular bed to remove, in terms of turbidity for dilute solids loads
(representative of surface waters). Using this model also shows promise in highlighting
the key parameters to focus on when designing a filtration system, most notably
including: Particle density, filtration rate (flux rate), and media size. Most effective media
for removing turbidity during this study were FPB, Std., and then EN. Expected
attachment efficiencies for the clean medias tested are around 0.5 to 0.6.
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Chapter 4. Conclusion
4.1.

Conclusions

The assumption that turbidity is linearly dependent on the available surface area of
suspended particles is valid, at least within a turbidity range of 0 – 100 NTU. Taking this
relation and applying it to Yao’s Filtration Model yields a model that is reasonably
accurate at determining the effectiveness of a granular bed on removing turbidity from a
given water source. Moving forward, this model can be useful to design engineers to aid
in the design of filtration systems to achieve desired turbidity goals.

4.2.

Recommendations

My recommendations for future students pursing this topic in their field of study would
be as followed:
1. A more rigorous mathematical derivation for the Integrated Turbidity Removal
Model.
2. How does flux rate, particle size, or media size/shape effect attachment
efficiency?
3. What is the best way to determine attachment efficiency and how can a media be
engineered to achieve the maximum efficiency?
4. How, or to what degree, does biofilm development on a media’s surface effect its
attachment efficiency
5. An evaluation of different water sources, such as municipal / residential wastes

Along with these recommendations, future studies conducted to verify or improve upon
the model in its current standing would also be a useful endeavor to pursue.
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Appendix A. Table of Variables

Variable

Name

Units

α

Attachment Efficiency

--

L

Bed Depth

m

k

Boltzmann’s Constant

kg m2 s-2 K-1

Dbm

Brownian Motion Diff.

--

C

Concentration

mg L-1

Co

Concentration Initial

mg L-1

ρp

Density Particle

kg m-3

ρ

Density Water

kg m-3

d

Diameter Media

m

dp

Diameter Particle

m

ŋ (I, S, D)

Single Collector Eff.

--

g

Gravity

m s-2

μ

Kinematic Viscosity

kg m-1 s-1

m

Mass of Particle

kg

Pe

Peclet Number

--

ƒ

Porosity of Media Bed

--

T

Temperature

K

t

Time

s

ν

Velocity

m s-1

z

Vertical Height

m
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Appendix B. Experimental Setup

Figure B.1. Shows the peristaltic pump (on the right) connected to the particle size
analyzer (ChemTrac PC 3400 – on left) used for this study. Peristaltic pump was used to
gently flow samples to be measured through the particle size analyzer. The particle size
analyzer was used to measure the particle size distribution of the samples.
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Figure B.2. Shows the Turbidimeter (HACH 2100Q) as well as the 15 mL sample vials
used for this study. Turbidimeter was used to collect turbidity measurements of samples
taken.
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Appendix C. Raw Data

52
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Appendix D. Graphical Illustrations of Statistical Regression Analysis

Figure D.1. shows the SAS regression model output for count of particles versus
turbidity.
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Figure D.2. shows the SAS regression model output for surface area of particles versus
turbidity.
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Figure D.3. shows the SAS regression model output for volume of particles versus
turbidity.
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Figure D.4. shows the fit plot for count of particles vs NTU.
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Figure D.5. shows the fit plot for surface area of particles vs NTU.
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Figure D.6. shows the fit plot for volume of particles vs NTU.
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Appendix E. Media Types

Figure E.1. shows the Enhanced Nitrification media used in this study
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Figure E.2. shows the Standard media analyzed in this study

Figure E.3. shows the Fine Polyethylene Bead media used for this study
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